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the girl wasnt real, but the idea was real. i wanted it to be a dancehall song, with a male person on the chorus, so im a little devil, and im taking him to hell. this was something that i wanted to say to this person, that
you will be punished for what you have done. this is something that i wanted to say to the world. the song is basically saying that its not good to cheat, a moral conversation as sting would say. the record is basically

saying that its not good to cheat, its a moral conversation as sting would say, he explained. i have done so many of this type of song before, but i never felt that they were right. just as i was preparing to write this song,
i saw a girl in a club with a guy who wanted to fight her. he said: its not you, its me. that was a good influence on me. i started thinking of how to tell a story, saying: im a little devil, and im taking him to hell. this was
something that i wanted to say to this person, that you will be punished for what you have done. this is something that i wanted to say to the world. that is why we were happy when hans haedelt suggested that we

write this song as a dancehall song. because now we can get the song to the people who are dancing to it. hans haedelt told us to write a dancehall song, because we have a lot of these songs. we have written so many
songs like this. this is the story of a guy who wants to cheat on his partner. i said: im the little devil player, im taking him to hell. that was our idea. the music video was directed by paul hunter. it was the first video he
ever directed and his creative debut as a music video director. it took hunter about a week to shoot the music video for it wasnt me, and he received very little footage from the video shoot. hunter filmed the video at

the office of the studio's office manager, who was using his computer to play a favorite song. hunter went to the studio to see what was going on and when he saw the song playing, he knew it was the song for the
video. the video features cameo appearances by alana stewart, jessica stroup, william shatner, slim, and bob berglund.
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during a 2015 interview with power 106 in la, shaggy said that he had been working on a new album called it wasnt me, and he was going to be the lead artist. but sting came up with the idea to add in quentin miller on
the album. shaggy said that it was his favorite song, and that sting had helped him to make the song his own. shaggy marley and sting international got together to make the song it wasnt me, which is a remix of mr.

boombastic which was the first single released from the album. the song was a success, reaching the top of the charts, and being certified gold. the album also spawned four hit singles; “boombastic”, “it wasnt me”, “oh
carolina”, and “shoot ya freak”, all of which have been certified platinum or gold in the uk and europe. the album itself was certified platinum in the uk. “the album completely changed the face of reggae music,”

recalled livingston, who along with haedelt and the other two men, produced the album. “it got reggae out of the ghetto and took it to the mainstream.” the album’s cover art was designed by nigel foster, who had
previously designed the front cover for fresh and mr. boombastic. he designed the cover by using a model, and layering her face in the background of the photo, which is why it looks like the face is floating. he ended up

being charged for making a misleading advertising poster of the singer. the album was released in two formats; the original gold and black edition, which was released in the uk and europe on may 19, 1994, and the
limited edition, which was released in the uk on october 26, 1994, and in the us on april 28, 1995. the limited edition contains the original album with bonus tracks and it also has a bonus dvd featuring a radio interview,

a biography, and a video of “it wasnt me”. 5ec8ef588b
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